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As a trusted collaborator within the architectural and 
design community, Molmic has the expertise, 
innovation and process to help each project succeed. 
Working closely with architects, designers, technicians 
and suppliers, Molmic can provide a complete 
solutions package or can assist with segments of a 
project to bring a space to life. 

Molmic’s extensive industry experience means that 
they can provide distinctive and practical solutions to 
showcase architectural design, on time and within 
budget. Being the manufacturers, we have a deep 
understanding and complete control of the design and 
manufacturing process  for our furniture. This enables 
us to work with �exibility and intelligence as a part of 
the design and project team, from collaborating on 
design to communicating technical speci�cations.
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S H AY N N A  B L A Z ETM

We collaborate, with a love of living spaces and interior design, working with designers is a natural extension of 
Molmic’s vision. Exclusive designs are our signature and our collaborations call on individuality and innovation. 
Elegant Muse features in our new releases for 2015. This 8 piece collection designed by Shaynna Blaze and developed 
by Molmic is all about timeless beauty.

Our collaboration with Hermon and Hermon sees an eclectic mix of relaxed sofas and modulars. They appeal to our 
Australian relaxed way of living and feature quality material and �nishes for the discerning buyer. 

PRODUCTS

stanton

vivienne william (L) wyatt modular (L) molmic leg range
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WE LOVE THAT THE FURNITURE 
WE CREATE FROM SCRATCH GOES 
ON TO BECOME A BIG PART OF 
OUR CUSTOMERS’ DAILY LIVES IN 
BOTH COMMERCIAL AND 
RESIDENTIAL PLACEMENT

“

-Molly McMahon



brooklyn

fulton chair

dalton range

polly porter

circa chair (L)
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PRODUCTS

allepey astonali (L)alex chair (L) alex sofabed audrey bar block (L)

casa ottoman (L)

cupid

circa ottoman  (L) coco (L)clooney compton

krosby

jay (L)heaton hudson

kenya kidman ludlow

jasperjager

lulu (L) lux (L)

mercer mercs chaise

ollie (L)

mercs modular missoni (L) modern club mojo northbridge

nevada sofabed

(L) Lounge Product

rossi (L)

golightly grace

dalton stool range ferranteempiredimple �ockart

fulton

cary casa chair (L)

loop (L)loaflavender

culvercoogee
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